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   bench (Blanca) 114
bus shelter (Vedena) 81
Concorde seats (Factory Design) 130
Funktion stools and modular objects (El Ultimo Grito) 208
Huevo toy stool (Serrano) 78
Lem high stool (Azumi) 19
screw stool (Arad) 58
seat and planter (El Ultimo Grito) 124
Virgin Atlantic seats (Pearson Lloyd Design) 118
see also chair designs
second-angle projections 55
sections 56, 56, 116, 187, 187
Seidlitz, Waldemar von 199
SenseAble Phantom 99, 99
Serrano, Héctor
Huevo toy stool 78
Mundoeconomica 207
waterproof pool lamp 58, 88, 109, 167
set squares 30, 86, 86
Seymour, Richard 12, 66, 113, 133
Seymourpowell 66, 113
shading
   computer models 148
   virtual reality 147, 148
shadows 53
   in line drawings 185
shaver (concept sketch) 114
sheerplan views 31
shipbuilding views 31, 31, 32, 46, 179
shipwright's office 44
shoes
   Cinderella shoes (Morabito) 168
   Jordan Bzrue training shoes (DiTullo) 13
   training shoes (Hultqyist) 136
sideboard (Sottsass) 40
Sierra RS Cosworth (Collins) 185
sight lines (perspective) 46
Silicon Graphics 93, 152
silverpoint 72
Sir John Soane Museum, London 202
SketchBook Pro 119, 119, 137
sketchbooks 88, 89
Sketchpad 35
Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC 202
snowmobiles: Arctic Cat gear pinion part 161
soap holders
   Riozi Design 150, 161
   Santos 60
Solid Edge 148, 187, 191, 193, 204
solid geometry 31
solid models 40, 57-61, 118-20, 146-8
   B-rep (boundary representation) 61-4
   creating organic forms 122-4
   and engineering drawings 20-2
   gamer's mouse (Parel) 62-3
   parametric modelers 64-5
   and presentations 131
   types 61-4
   and virtual reality 146-8
SolidWorks 22, 44, 52, 61, 62, 64, 94, 120, 149, 177, 200
Sony Ericsson cell phones 111, 136
Sottsass, Ettore 39, 40, 41
Casablanca sideboard 40
tea table 71
Sowden, George 40
Acapulco clock 51
commode 53
Islys toaster 111
Robot Marie Hand Mixer 25, 56
space envelope 113, 114
Sparkle, Penny 41
spheres 49
spherical projections 53, 53-4
spline routines 165-6
splines 86, 164, 164
see also B-splines; NURBS
sprues 106
stackable porcelain bowl (Neeland) 155
Staedtler, Friedrich 73
Standard for the Exchange of Product model data (STEP) 61, 170, 171
standards for drawing practice 33-4, 162-3
data exchange 61, 170, 171
orthographic projections 54
technical illustrations 179
Starck, Philippe 14
Hot Bertaa kettle 115
steam engine (Boulton and Watt) 29, 30, 159
steam iron (Seymourpowell) 66, 66-9, 67, 68, 69
step by step demonstrations
   "airbrush" computer rendering (Jones) 143-5
   automotive marker rendering (Salomé) 138-40
   constructing a 30°/60° Doblin perspective (Wright) 48
cutaway drawing of a hammer drill (Whitaker) 188
exploded detail drawing of an electrical plug (Wright) 192
modelling a gamer's mouse (Parel) 62-3
STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) 61, 170, 171
Stephenson, Frank: Mini Cooper S 21
Stephenson, Robert: "Long Boiler" locomotive (Farley) 133
stereographic (conical) projections 29
stereolithography machines 102, 102-3, 103, 106, 106
Stijl, De 39, 39, 51
stools
   Funktion stools and modular objects (El Ultimo Grito) 208
   Huevo toy stool (Serrano) 78
   Lem high stool (Azumi) 19
   screw stool (Arad) 58
street light head (Pearson Lloyd Design) 64
stretching paper 74, 87
Stuck inside of Mobile with the Memphis blues again (Dylan) 40
sublimation 101
subpixels 97
sugar paper 89
Sullivan, Louis H. 39, 202
Sun workstations 93
surface modelers 58, 60
Sutherland, Ivan 35
Swift, Mark 188
system schematics 113, 113-14
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**Arad** 13, 161  
King and Miranda Design 15  
Sottsass 71  
Voysey 156  

**talcum powder** 89  
Taylor, Frederick W. 205  
Taylor, Gerard (with Daniel Weil)  
**H-Arp** lamp 134  
Inside-outside 207  

**Taylorism** 205  
Teague, Walter Dorwin 40  

**technical illustrations**  
- airbrush techniques 182, 183, 183–4  
- annotation and labelling 191, 194  
- cutaway drawings 36, 180, 181, 183, 183, 186, 187, 187, 188  
- exploded diagrams 14, 23, 36, 52, 177, 179, 181, 190, 190–3, 191  
- ghosting 60, 83, 183, 184, 184, 187–90, 189  
- history 179–81  
- interactive 195  
- sections 56, 56, 116, 187, 187, 1812  
- shadows 185  
- standards 179  
- see also line drawings  

**Technical Product Documentation (TPD)** 158  
**Technical Product Specification (TPS)** 158  

**Tektronix** 95  
**telephone kiosk** (Scott) 23  
**TFT (thin film transistors)** 96  
**“theme sketches”** 111, 111  
**thermojet printers** 101  
Thiel, Philip 71  
third-angle projections 55, 55–6, 158, 158  

**This is Spinal Tap** (film) 156  
Thomson, Julian 125  
three-point perspective 50, 50–1  
“thrust axis” 193  
thumbwheels 97, 98  
**toaster** (Sowden) 111  
**tolerances** 163  
**top-down design** 23  
**tortillon** 76  
touch screens 97  

**TPD (Technical Product Documentation)** 158  

**TPS (Technical Product Specification)** 158  
tractor (Dreyfuss) 40  
training (computers) 105  
training shoes  
Di Tullio 13  
Hultqvist 136  
transport see aircraft; automotive industry; bicycle; cars; locomotives; motor vehicles; motorcycles; shipbuilding  
trimetric projections 52, 52  
tubes, drawing 197, 197  
TurboCAD 61  
**two-point perspective** 46, 47, 47  

**U**  
Uccello, Paolo 29, 43  
chalice 28, 147  
Micos inspiration drawing 87  
Micos sculptural objects 152  
**Unigraphics** see also Parasolid  
**Unix** 94  

**V**  
vacuum cleaner motor 23  
Van Doren, Harold 40  
vanishing points 45  
**vector (“draw”) programs** 92, 131, 137, 142–6, 195  
VectorWorks 155  
**Vedena, Greg** 185  
**Arch de Valise** (suitcase bus shelter) 81  
vellum 87  
Vendena, Vibeke S. 185  
**Verithin pencils** 75  
Versatec 101  
vertical oblique projections 53  
video baby monitor (Gardner) 15, 91  
video read-only memory (VRAM) 95  
video walls 203  
Viemeister, Tucker 41, 114, 135  
(with John Kock) CC Cruiser 21  
viewer’s location point (perspective) 46, 47  
Viña, Victor (with Serrano): Netobjects project 207  
Viper SLA 106  
Virgin Atlantic Upper Class Suite seating (Pearson Lloyd Design) 118  
**Virtual Studio** 148, 191  
**visibility safety regulations** (motor vehicles) 53, 53–4  
**Volkswagen 1.4 l TSI-engine** 186  
**volumetric modelers** see solid modelers  
Voysey, Charles: oak table 156  
VRAM (video read-only memory) 95  

**W**  
Wacom  
- airbrush stylus 97, 98  
- Art Marker stylus 97, 98  
- Cintiq tablet 11, 13, 97, 97, 98, 199  
- Intuos tablet 97, 97  
Wanders, Marcel: Zeppelin lamp 20  
watch, mountaineer (Ahnebrink) 80, 142, 167  
water-soluble coloured pencils 74, 75  
water-soluble graphite pencils 74  
watercolour 81–2, 132  
- drawings 32, 33, 81, 82, 133  
- and pastels 76  
- stretching paper for 87  
- waterproof pool lamp (Serrano) 58, 88, 109, 167  
Watkins, William 175  
Watt, James  
- perspective apparatus 45  
- (with Matthew Boulton) steam engine 29, 30, 159  
Wavefront Technologies 152  
weights of paper 88  
Weil, Daniel (with Gerard Taylor)  
**H-Arp** lamp 134  
**Inside-outside** 207  
**wheels**  
- drawing in perspective 64, 65  
- stereolithography prototype 103
whisk (Youmeus Design) 191
Whittaker, Ryan: hammer drill 188
whiteboard pens 81
Whitted, Turner 148
WiFi 103
wireframes 58, 59, 59
Wollaston, William Hyde: camera lucida 46
Woods, Rob: photo-traced drawing 194
work-related upper-limb disorders (WRULD) 104–5
workstations 93, 93, 94, 103
Wright, James
30°/60° Doblin perspective 48
car interior 74
exploded detail drawing of an electrical plug 192
WRULD (work-related upper-limb disorders) 104–5
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Yoshioka, Tokujin: Boing chair 12
Youmeus Design
Kenwood travel kettle 17
Kenwood whisk 191
kitchen tools 117